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The morphology of viruses pathogenic for man and animls.

by Dietrich Peters.

Translted from: Zentralblatt fuer Baktoriologie, Parasitenkumde,
•" Infektionsuan t�e. und.HI�. I., Orig. 17O A259-294 (1959), by the
STechnical I~braT, Technical Information Division.

Since the cprehensive coverage of electron-.icro•copio findings in
the field of virus research wae published by H'. Riuak in 1950 (1), the
rapid development of this domain has resulted in considerable changes in
approach.. While in earliue years most studies were concentrated on the
size and shape of isolated virus particles, cmvent i•vestLgations deal
with the various phases of the system host cell,-virus, especially the
processes during infection, during viral propL&ation within the cell and,
not to a lesser extent, with the detailed structures of the virus
particles proper, their biochemical composition and the funtional sig-
niflcance of their subordinate factors.

The expansion of subject mstter for research resulted by necessity
from the increase in methodical approaches occurring primarily in the
field of electron-optical technicqes of preparation. In addition, the
extension of light-optima methods, brought about by such advances as
the introduction of fluorescent antibodies (2), enriched the science of
virology with valuable now insights (3). The mot decisive progress,
however, was doubtless offered by the method of ultracytology, which in
recent years has boen developed to a high degree of perfection (4).

,S.nce it became possible to obtain sections from infected tissue 30-50
milaclicrons thick, and to stbdy these electron-microsoopically, this
method has opened to virology a field of application of inestimable
value, a field that is characterised by bridging the gap between
morphology and macromolecular chemistry.

The present compilation is based on a number of selected, tpical
exmaples in an ascending order of magnitude, permitting facile demon-

* stration of the. advances made during the pastyear
phsaiji-placed on the group of poxAtrus'• ='-he auW hors

particularly intensive study of theo viruses. Besideas,q rphologioL1
knowledge, %babh ought to receive principal considertion itthis paper,
has seen particularly great advances among this group. A number of
recent coipflations have covered the entire field in a less accentuated
fashion (5, 6, 7).
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The expression *elementary body" will be exployed repeatedly hence-
forth. lb. term "elsmzntar body" was coined during the lijb-optical
wer of virus research and has since been used almost exclusively for the
description of thoe" types of virus that are just visible with the light
microseope, i.e. essentially the viruses of the psittacosis-l~pornl
inguinale group width a diameter of 1.00-500 &f and those of the pox group,

* ~250 "M in diameter.* Since electron-optical methods have now revealed
xmesrous other viruses in the form of Infectious particles., it seems quite

* proper to extend this term to virus particles of saller dimension, e.g. to
those of foot and mouth disease, which ware recently confirmed electron-
optically and *Lich meaure 22 &#,dL , i.e. s maller b7y one decimal power
(8). Moreover, the dimntutive form custons:y in the Germin literature
should be abolished in view-of the shift in mssz. The term velemetary
bodqu will therefore be synoympous with *virus particle* in the following
elucidations.

Policqelitis virus.

The modern electron microscope's power of reslution under optimal
conditions ef contrast is currently near 1 mVL- (9), with optically loes
favorable dep~ction of ultre-thin tismie sections, about 3-5 amA- (10).
Ceuseimpently there are no pbysical obstacles to the identification of
the mellest ca1rrmntly knownaelsemntary bodies of about 20 me& wit-bin the
infecited. cell. However,, the difficulty of identifying the particles as
viral bodies and differentiating them from the native,, detailed structure
of the normal cell or, eve mor sei of the pathologicall1y changed sell,
is ccmpounded with decreasing particle size. Thus, for exmple, the
rarely publicized attempts at intracellular localization of poalovrus
which, with a diameter of 27 &/&L , belongs to the smallest currntly
known viruses, have so far given no distinct clues to a positive identi-
fication of elemenary bodies within the host cell (ll0 12, 12a); they
merely show the difficulties associated with studies of simll viruses.

On the other hand, the gain In knowledge of these viruses is quite
considerable,-thanks to the application of conventional methods of
elseuvao sicroscof. The most Important prerequisite for the morpho-
logical study of immll viruses, the production of highly purified
suspensions, wes met a few years ago by the feasibility of inducing viral
propagation in tissue cultures and by methodical perfection of enrichment
and purification. 'Treatment of very large quantities of Infected cell
cultures yielded poliovirus (13, 4; smmtion 15) in 1955 and the related
Coxsaokie virus (16) in 1956 in a degree of purification so hi" that
crystallization me induced. Thus, proof was offered twenty years after

* the first report of maccessfal crystallisatian of a phytopathogenic
virus, that there are crystiallizable viruses among those pathogenic for
animals. Poliorirus fuarther resembles plant viruses, eog. bushy stunt
virus of the tomato, in view of its content of about 25% lEA, an ab-
normally high level for animal viruses.
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Electron-optical studies carried out on such crystals by means of

the replica technique show that elementary bodies of probably ab•erical
structure are combined isometrically to a crystal lattice without
matrix. The particle seiz within the cr7stal amounts to 27.3 A 1.4 aR'-
(17) in the case of poliovirus, and 28 n$ (16) in the case of Cxsamkie
virus. From the viewpoint of morpholog, the fact that 90-99% of the
elementary bodies included in the crystal lattice turn out to be inactivo
upon quantitative evaluation, my appear to be a mere aesthetical short-
coming; this circumstance is probably induced by prolonged treatment.
The crystallizability of a virus is a remsrkable factor and certainly
represents an expression of extreme uniformity among the individual
virus particles. This does not clarify the internal &rrangment of the
elementary bodies, however. Even thou&i the chemist will be tempted to
presuppose macromolecules in the crystal lattice, the morphologist
reserves the right to consider the basic units, by his criteria, as
structurally indivisible corpuscles. Further investigations of the fine
structure of thee elementary bodies are indispensable. At any rate, it
is worth mentioning lIn this connection that a differentiation between
an outer membrane and an internal body, designated hypothetically an
"nucleoid," has already been described (18). Illustrations by other
authors (e.g. 19) also point to a mb-structure of the particles,
including electron micrographs of sectioned virus sediments (20) and
evaluations of X-ray diagrams (21), which suggest that the centrally
located RNA is surrounded by a layer consisting of 60 protein submits.

Adenovirus.

As my be expected, the conditiops are more favorable in the
clarification of larger elementary bodei. When the particles are
doubled in sie, i.e. to about 60 a,'-, rrently available methods have
been found adequate for the differentiation o• elemntary bodies and
cellular structures, since all virus particles studied to date have
revealed characteristic internal structures. As in the case of light-
optical demonstration,of relatively large bodies, e.g. riekettsia# it is
difficult to identify viruses with certainty if their onentration in
the cell is small. Compared to lijit-optios, thts difficulty is con-
pounded by three very important factors: The insubstantial thickness
of the sections (one section encompasses only about 1/500th of the cell
volume), limitation of the visible cellular surface imposed by magnifi-
cation, and the absence of color hges. The conditions are particularly
favorable when the elementary bodies are easily recognised by an
aggregate arrangement. A remarkable exuple of this Osate is offered
by the adenovirus, a group of pathoges of the respiratory tract die-
covered only a few years ap (22, 23) which ave been subjected to
intense study in various quarters in view of their morphological
attractions. When an HeLa cell culture is sectioned 24 hours after
infection or later, the interior of the cell nuclei quite regularly
reveal elmentary body aggregates which extend across several m-crons
and which therefore can be identified light-optically (24).
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The =est important findings, confirmed by other authors, shall be
damns.-rated below by means of a few illustrations of adenovirus, Type 3,
obtained in collaboration with K. H. Andres and G. Nielsen. Fig. 1 shows
a relatively early stage of infection in a barely affected HeLa call.
In addition to nmrous a•peWpt*cu of elemntary bodies, the cell
nucleus ounta.u several centers of density with variable contrast.
Current interpratations establish a close relat4,onship of these centers
with the formation of elementa bodies, without the benefit of strict
proof. Closer scrutiny leads to the surprising discovery that the
maJority of viral aggregations are delineated by a polygonal contour
and that the elementary bodies in the interior of the aggregates forn a
reglar crystal lattice CFig. 2) (25-29). Thus, a condition that could
be bomm in the case of peliovirus only with purified viral suspensions
in vitro, already manifests itself persuasively in vivo when dealing
with adeovirus. The tendency to crystal formation is variable among
the different types of adenovirus. When the structure of the cell
nucleus is destroyed in the onward sourse of infection, the crystals
pass Into the cytoplams and ar gradually dissolved therein, ultimately
resulting in a free dispersion of elemIntary bodies in the plasm. As
depicted in Fia. 3, reglar observation is made in this connection of
concentrically oriented membranous systems - evidently constructed by
the cell - which subject the virus particles to areal isolation from
the remaining plasm (26).

in contrast to several other viruses, only one basic form of
elemetary body is currently knomw. The particles in the cytoplasm
cannot be differentiated from those in the cell nucleus. They have a
diameter of about 60-65 upe . Ilectron-optical information about their
interior structure is therefore obtaind with greater certainty than in
the case of poliovirus. Several authors agree in describing an inner
body (probably GoNtaining MN), a peripheral, lighter sons and a
surrounding membrane (FIs. 4). It is tfue that the inner body =W be
absent in isolated cases (25, 29). Such elmentary bodies posuibly
represent particles that are not yet or no longer infectious. The may
correspond to those elementary bodies from purified suspensions that
deviate fred normal owing to a translucent center (30). There Is less
agreement ad the external shape of the particles. The aforementioned
authors considered them to be spherical, baed on sections fixed with
osmiu tetroxide. As Andres and Nielsen (31) were able to show in our
research group, a different pictuie is produced when fixation is
accomplihed with potassium pe-mananate. This type of fixation Ys
most successful after mplesigmm had been found to be a suitable
imbedding agent (32). This process produces distinct polygonal deline-
atiMo of elementary bodies, not only when deposited within a crystal
(Fig. 4sa), where this could be ceasd by dense packing but also after
its looening or dissolution in the cytoplasm (Fig. 01b. it is
possible that fixation with OsO4 fails to adeqiately contrast the
virus particlee' periphery, thus being unable to visualise the outermost
layer. This result agrees with the experience of other authors (33, , 3)
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who also suspected a polyhedrai shape, based on freely prepared elementary
bodies. Icosshedza and rhombic dodecahedra have been considered. Based
on personal experience gained from preparations fixed with UW4O, we
prefer the latter in the case of adenovirus (Type 3) (31).

To my knowledge, purified particles have not been subjected to bio-
chemical analyses to date. It was established in elegant fashion by
means of sections of variable thickness, that the crystalline a&ggregtes
will normaly produce positive Feulgen reactions. They differ clearly
from nucleic chromatin by refusing to absorb the pigment upon over-
staining with &sure B (35). Sines no special matrix wse found electron-
optically within the crystalli aggregates, the content of DIA was
ascribed to the elementary bodies proper.

Partica attention is due to the fact (at least, as far as Type 5
is concerned) that Feulgen-negstive intranucleic protein crystals up to
20,u- in length were observed in addition to those just described, i.e.
structures that contain very little or no DRA (36, 37). Since such
bodies were found predominantly in early stadia of infection, it is not
improbable that these are aggregates of preliminary stages of intact
elementary bodies, possibly virus protein that is not yet eqaipped with
virus-specific W. Other manifestations, such as the uniform distribu-
tion of isolated elementary bodies over large nucleic areas or the
appearance of Feulgen-positive aggregates in the cytoplasm of the
infected cell, could be interpreted as being an expression of a develop-
mental cycle of the virus, linked to the host cell's degeneration.

Herpes viruses.

Viruses appearing in the nucleus include the virus of herpes simplex,
again twice as large as the preceding pathogen. In free preparations, it
shows, as do the adenoviruses, transitions containing both spherica
particles with dense centers and those that have relatively tranelu- it
centers (38, 39). Detailed results were obtained from thin sections of
cells infected with herpes simplex (40, 41). About 12 hours after
infection, the first morphologically secured sign of viral propagation
appears in the cell nucleus in the form of small, dense particles about
40 a#, in diameter. These primasz bodies subsequently reach a dimenion
of 70-100 ay- by the addition of an enveloping membrane, and later,
during their exit into the cytoplam, acquire a second membrane and a
total sise of 120-130 mu . In this case, three different phases of
viral development are thus clearly delineated. It is quite probable
that the terminal stage marked by a dual membrane represents the mature,
fully infective virus, as it is encountered in extracellular space.
Similar conditions were observed in the case of herpes B virus (42).
Parallel to the results obtained from adenovirus a certain strain of
herpes simplex virus (43) and herpes B virus (74;5 have also been
described as possessing a crystalline arrangement of intranucleic
elementary bodies, i.e. those having only one mmabrane. The tendency
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of virus particles to incorporate themselves in a crystal lattice
apparently is weaker among the herpes group than among adenoviruses.
The most important prerequisite of such an arrang•ment, i.e. the
uniformity of individual particles, probably Is not as ideally pro-
nounced among te mare labile herpes viruses.

There Is mom support for the assumption that the herpes elementar7
body receives its second membrane during its transfer from the nucleus
to the cytoplasm and that this envelope is materially contributed by a
noanal component of the host cell, perhaps the nuclear membrane. During
this proeoss of envelopmnt, it my happen that two elementary bodies
are occasionally surrounded by one outer membrane, as has been observed
in isolated eases in connection with herpes B virus (42). The tern
" membrane,8 carried over from the literature, does not indicate possible
functional performances of the corresponding structure in this connection.
The same circumstance could be more correctly clarified with the concept
of'layer. Since the mature elementary bodies contain a zone of weaker
contrast between the inner Onaftbane" and the newly acquired one, it is
quite probable that this layer is also attached to the virus particles
at a later time.

Virus of mouse namry gland cancer.

The process of envelopment of virus-specific particles by a sheath
preforsed by the host cell seems to involve a generalized principle.
Comprative observations have been made in connection with other viruses,
e.g. the vimrs of mous nammry gland cancer (45), whose development wms
recently studied electron-optically in tissue explants (46, 47). In this
case, the barrier at which envelopment takes place is not the nuclear
menwr-ae, but apparently the cell wall. The well-defined, intracellular
elemenar bodies whiLh had been preformed in the cytoplasm, leave the
cell by my of protrusions in the cell wall (sicrovilli) and probably
acquire cell ull material in the process.

*xov ruse.o

Among spaviruses, the conditions of multiplication are similar and
yet, in =W• respects, different. (This groult has recently been treated
in this Journal by a representative discussion of the virus of classical
fowl cholem (48, cf. also 49-51). It will be considered only briefly
within the present framework, compared to the extensive literature.)
These viruses also receive their ultimate structure only at the cell
wall. However, an interesting and very important difference vis-a-vis
the viruses diseassed heretofore, consists of the circustance that
electron-opticaly identiflable preliinary staes of mature. elementary
bodies have beow found neither in the cell nucleus nor in the host cell's
cytoplam. Definable, comalete virus particle of this group apparently
exst only outside the cell. It is known from serological and
fluerescece-optical studies of influsau virus and the vims of
classical fowl cholera, that virus-specific preliminar7 stags" - a
coqplement-fixing, MN-containing antigue and an heswegtinin - are
den~strable in the boot cell at an early stadium. A positive electron-
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optical proof of these subunits within the cell has not been secured to
date, however. Aside from .ipid, these two factors are reencountered in
the intact, infectious elementary body after the termination of synthesis.
When the virus particle is decomposed in ether, both are liberated anew
and electron-optically measurable antigen particles 12-17 ms in size
are obtained, part of idich show oblong aggregation, together with
spherical particles of henagglutinin abcut 30 mRs in diameter. Based
on similar results as well as serological and chemical findings, models
of elementary bodies have been constructed for the viruses of classical
fowl cholera (48) and influenza (52) whichý in addition to various
differences, share a central arrangement of RA-containing antigen and
a peripheral location of hemeggltinin.

A differentiation of the internal structure of intact elementary
bodies of the qxiovirus group, shohm In toto, has not succeeded to date,
although this has been accomplished vith sectioned particles (53, 54,
of. also 55). Preparations fixed with 0O04 have revealed a dense inner
body about 20 mM- in size, surrounded by a lighter zone, a sharply
demarcated membrane and, finally, by a more diffuse, external envelope
of lower density. The diameter of the unimpaired particle in 70-80 1 4 '.

If fixation is done with DNn04 instead of with 0o04, as utilized by
N. K. Bayer in his study of hemagglutination by influenza virus
A/Singapore (56), an insight of comparable quality is gained into the
particle's internal structure (Fig. 5). However, naterial subjected to
this type of fixation and optimal section seems to reveal inner bodies
with a light center; moreover, the peripheral enveloping substance
appears as the most strongly contrasted structure. The contrasting of
detailed structures probably depends in large measure on the type of
fixation. Judging by currently available electron micrographe, the
various components of these elementary bodies consist of concentrically
arranged layers. So far there has been no electron-optical support for
an arrangement of hemagglutinin in the form of 6 individual particles
30 aAs- in size, as contained in the model of the classical fowl cholera
virus (48). Special attention is due also to Bayer's observation (56)

that fixation with DMfO4 promotes the visualiuation of a polygonal
delineation of elementary bodies of influenza virus, analogous to the
findings relative to adenovirus (see above) (Fig. 5a). Future in-
vestigations wili establish whetber or not an artificial phenommfon is
involved.

In addition to the discussed infectious virus particles, generally
referred to as spherical, there have been known for so-- tim fila-
mentous forms possessing low infectivity or none at all. Sectional
preparations reveal the absence of an inner structure corresponding to
the central core; such an inclusion may become apparent only toward the
end, where they occasionally assume a structure rese.ling an elementary
body. The socalled incomplete viruses also appear to be hollow in
sections (54); they represent elementary bodies capable of hemgglutim-
tion (Fig. 6), but not of infectivity. Their dimensions, between 50 and
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1W0 up, in disinter, fluctuate more wi~dely than those of complete virus.
There is considerable support for the assumption that the virus particle'is
oapabd lit~y to induce infection is intimately tied to the esistence of an
immr bod4. This would be eminently clear If the latter contained EEL,

asumggested by the results mentioned above.* The link between serologic
and chmecal findings on one band, and moarphological results on the other,
has not been established uneqaivocally in the case of xyzioviruses.

Foxviruses.

In this respect, knowledge of the viruses in the poz group has seow
considerably greater progress, in spite of their rather complicated
structure. Thdr stability, sise and, especially, their typical shape
proved to be extremely favorable for miorphological. investigation. As
recogised at an early date, the most striking structural characteristic
of this group is the *brick dape.0 It permitted the consolidation of
the viruses of variola vera, vaccinia, molluscan contagiosua, fowl and
canary pax, ectromalsli and rabbit m~su in the group of socalled brick
viruses (57). This classification is immediately supported by biological
siinilaritu'; it is ultisutely Justified on the basis of additional
morphological findings. Nowdafys, this group includes the virus of
rabbit fibroma (Shope) besides the pathogens of other anisul pox diseases;
perhaps it will be increased by the addition of stfLl2 other viruses, e.g.
those of stomatitis pulposa and contagious pustular dermatitis. So
positive virus-specific differences have been discovered within this
gm u, either in the structure of ellmentary bodies or in morphologi~cally
visible processes of their genesis,, other than "ertain variations in
their external formt. Pronouced deviations are known only fro& the later
stage of infection, the phase of inclusion body formation. The virus of
vacecinia, studied anst intensely to date, will serve as a model in the
description of elementary bodies proper and of the phenomena preceding
their development.

The morpbologp of mature vaccinia.
elemnt~ary bodies.

Suspensions of mature elemenary bodies are obtained without
particular difficulty by homogenisation of infected rabbit mkin and
differential centrifugation. Phowver,. direct preparations of fully
infected tissue, e.g. rabbit cornea, chorioailantoic mmbrane, Hela cell
cultures, generally' lead to practicable results (58, 59). The lesser
purity of such preparations is compensated by the advantage that the
factor of selection, unavoidable in the course of repeated centrifuga-
tiam, is absent. Regardless of the "yp of* preparation, mature
elementary bodies regularly preseint a brick shape with rounded corners
(Fig. 7 and 0). The typical form considerably facilitates different-
tiation between virus particles and cellular debris, and thereby offere
favorable conditions for rapid electron-optical confirmtion of variola.
diagbosis (60). Dimensiamal data fluctuate considerably for the various



viruses of the pox group; their length, for instance, ranges from 230 to
320 mtv . No inferences of confirmed deviation in size should be made
from this data, however, since the results imparted so far are still
marked by various imperfections. The situation is similar with respect
to the axial ratio length:width:height, which ought to be fairly
established at an average of 2:1.5:1 for all members of the pox group.

As long as more suitable electron-optical methods were non-existent,
there was no shortage of attempts to demonstrate, by means of measure-
ments, that virus particles do or do not multiply by division (61, 62, 58).
The concensus was that no positive dividing forms had ever been observed
and that the variation in size shown by elementary bodies did not
exclude division, but that this variation was still considerably smaller
than in the case of cocci in their fissional phaose, for example.
Mature elentary bodies therefore are best interpreted as an expression
of a latent stage, comparabLe to microcysts or spores (63).

In customary preparations, the elementary bodies appear almost
invariably in a horizontal position. Howmver, when the interfacial
forces are avoided or attenuated during drying, as rendereý. feasible by
means of the socalled "critical poipt method (64) or by piseparations
with isopentan. (65), numerous bodies are regularly seen in a vertical
position (Fig. 7, 8 and 12 c-d) (66). The third dimension becomes
directly visible thereby. Preparations of this type already show that
elemntar7 bodies are not constmucted hoeogeneously. Horizontally
positioned particles invariably reveal a central density; contrasting
aggregates of lesser degree are frequently found also in the four
corners (Fig. 7 and 12a) (67). In preparations treated with vapor, the
central density is particularly emphasised by a round depression (Fig. 8
and 12b). The profile of elementary bodies is characterized by a bi-
lateral protrusion (Fig. 7, 8 and 12 c-d). In spite of greater contrast,
the vertically placed particle reveals, along the long axis, a distinct
delineation of a strongly contrasted dumbbell-shaped internal structure
from an external layer of lesser density (Fig. 7).

A process connected with electron irradiation, whose detailed
memhanism is not yet clear, permits a very specific illumination of this
particular zone (Fig. 9) (68). As preliminary steps, the elementary
bodies are first dehydrated and treated with such unpolar solvents as
carbon tetrachloride or heptane. The horizontal elementary bodies
indicate that this process apparently begins in the four corners and
spreads circularly around the central density. This phenomenon could
be dismissed as an undesired artifact if it ""re not marked by higa
specificity and did not affect that special interl structure which,
as will be discused later, has been recognized as the vehicle of DM.
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Structural analysis by moans of
fermentive degradation.

Greater insight into the anatomy of elemntary bodies is obtained
by gradual degradation, i.e. by aimed isolation of individual detailed
structures. However, methods of dissolution are successful only when
marked by a high specificity. Alkali, for example, is unsuitable, since
its action is not specific (67). Thin condition is met ideally, upon
proper application, by highly purified proteolytic or nucleic acid-
splitting enzymes. This approach became feasible after Dawson and
McFarlane (69) had shown that the peripheral layer of the vaccinia
elementary body is lysed by pepsin; a sharply delineated core remained
within a resistant enveloping membrane (Fig. 10). DEL, found to be
present in a concentration of 5.6% (70), remainud undissolved during
this process, Justiying the assumption of its localisation in the
inner body. The ultimate proof of this circumstance was finally
delivered by the application of a method which had been perfected
previously in work with bacterial nuclei (71, 72; cf. also 73). The
inner body, isolated with pepsin, was brought into specific solution with
DMase and a second treatment with pepsin in the case of elementary bodies
of vaccinia (74), molluscum contagLosum (75, 63) and canary pox (76)i the
result as partly or completely empty membranes, as depicted in Fig. 12
u-x. Depolymerisation of DMA by nuclease cannot be observed for the time
being, since the mass density of the core is not essentially decreased
thereby. The fact that the inner body, being pepsin-stable at the start,
is rendered pepsin-sensitive after treatment with nuclease, shows
unequivocally that the enzyme had been effective. It is understood that
pepsin can be replaced by papain at pH 4.2 in both phases of this
reaction (77). The Inner body therefore consists of a desozyribonucleo-
proteide. A considerable portion of the protein component may also be
lysed with weak hydrochloric ac-d after treatment with Diase; it probably
contains a protein of the histone type (74). The occurrence of IEA in
vaccinia elementary bodies has not been excluded or confirmed bio-
chemically to date. Several tests have failed to produce a morphologi-
cally demonstrable substrate for ribonucloase.

The DMA-containing inner body is not a compact structure; suitable
fixation reavealse it in the form of an oblong disc that is lent an
annular aspect by a central depression and often presents the profile
of a short, dumbbell-shaped rod (Fig. 12 i-l). Apparently it is not
identical with the socalled "central density" (78; of. also 63, 76).
Frequently the contrast of the core to the longitudinal axia of the
elementary body is strongly accented, giving the impression of a dual
structure (Fig. 13b).

The "central density" is another structural element that becomes
visible in the center of the core in level elementary bodies when the
action of pepsin is short-lived (78) or at less favorable pH values
(e.g. 3.5 instead of 1.5) (Fig. 12 e-f) (79). 1ore favorable conditions
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for its observation are created when the annular core in removed in
addition to the peripheral layer, a.&. during hydrolysis %dth papain (77)
or trypsin (80) in the neutral range. In level elementary bodies, this
element thereupon appears in the expected central location (Fig. 12 q-r).
In originally vertically positioned particles, on the other hand, two
lateralJ arranged bodies become visible under these conditions (Fig. 12
s-t, 13 c-d). For this reason, the aocalled "central density" of
horizontal elementary bodies apparently represents the combined contrast
of two superimposed bodies.

It follows from the preceding results that mature elementar bodies
consist of at least four substructures: 1. an enveloping membrane,
2. a peripheral protein-containing layer, 3. a DNA-containing, discal
or annular inner body and 4. a dual structural element corresponding
to the socalled "central density."

As in light-optics, electron-optical results also depend on the
correct choice of fixatives. Our objects yielded excellent results
upon fixation with alcohol-acetic acid, although 0904, preferred in
electron microscopy, was utilized vith fairly good success when the
dnzymatic reaction was subsequently carried out in a reducing milieu
(79), Systematic studies (66) with pepsin (79), papain (77) and trypsin
(80) of the relation between enzymatic reaction and pH or the ionic
milieu upon a given fixation ultimately led to the recognition of
structure-specific limits of reaction, considered to be characteristics
of the substructures. Papain and trypsin reveal a morphologically
demonstrable effect only mhen a fixation (denaturation) of elementary
bodies has preceded. In the case of pepsin, denaturation is automatic
through the agency of the acid medium. Fig. U gives a compilation of
resulting data, obtained after fixation with alcohol-acetic acid. SinceSthe enveloping membrane normally is resistant to protease, similarly to
bacterial cell walls, it was not included in the graph. Judging by it8
reaction to the three enzymes, the peripheral layer consists of prOtein.
The DNA-containing core is resistant to pepsin at all levels of pH. It
is digested by papain only at values above pH 4.8, althouh the enzyme
may still be effective proteolytically in the acid reaction, as shown
by the degradation of the peripheral zone. Apparently the charge of the
substrate is changed at the transition point pH 4.8, followed by a shift
in the stability of papain. Parallel to the behavior of cell nuclei
(81, 71, 72), the inner body is stable against dialyzed trypsin, but
labile against the same ferment in the presence of ions. In this
circumstance it again reveals the typical behavior of deseyribonucleo-
proteides. The dual structure designated as "central density" occupies
an intermediate position with respect to its composition. In most
elementary bodies it is digested under favorable conditions of pH, just
as the peripheral layer. On the other hand, it consistently proves
stable against all three enzmes in a few particles in all transitions.
This indicates that the composition of this substructure varies in the
elementary bodies. It is very probable that a protein is iniolved here;
however, it is contained in some particles in a protected form.
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It fbllms from Fig. 11 that a gradual degradation of elementar7
bodies is possible, depending on the choice of enzyme and pH. Fig. 12
gives the reslts by muans of typical exaples of micrographe of
borisontally and vertically positioned particles in unshadowed and

adoved preparations. When the peripheral layer is digested alone
(e.g. pepsin in 0.1 mole of cysteine, pH 4.0), the annular core and the
socalled "central density" become visible within the membrane (Fig. 12
e-h). When the latter is dissolved (e.g. pepsin pH 2.0), the core
alone is retained in the mbrane, its annular form being confirmed by
the lateral aspect (Fig. 12 i-11. If the same process is carried out
with papain at pH 4.2, the membrane itself is frequently digested under
conditions that are not yet clear; as a result, inner bodies are isolated
whose additional structural details are distinctly discernible in the
for& of a square shape with densities in the corner sones (Fig. 12 m-p).
As already indicated, the dual element (*central density") can also be
demonstrated within the membrane by simultaneous lysis of the peripheral
layer and the core (papain pH > 5.0 or, preferably, ion-containing
trypsin, pH --- 6.0) (Fig. 12 q-t). In addition, empty membranes are
obtained, usually in great preponderance, depending on the conditions of
reaction (Fig. 12 u-x), as produced also by the combin•tion pepsin -
DMase - pepsin (see above).

The described three-dimensional structure of elementary bodies
recently found additional confirmation. When the virus particles are
exposed to a very low charge density,, thereby dispensing with precise
focus, it in possible subsequently to carry out a successful enszyatic
digestion. We succeeded in observing the fate of individual elemntary
bodies inisinute detail (82). For emple, a comparison of Fig. .3a and
b shows that an elementary body which originally was positioned
vertically (V) reveals the core in profile after treatment with pepsin.
(The elementary body labeled V' originally presented a side view, then
assmed a horizontal position upon exposure to enzymatic action). Even
more impressive is the proof of the structural arrangement of the dual
element, as revealed in Fig. 13 c and d. While papain (pH 7.0) exposes
only one central body in level virus particles, both laterally positioned
elements become distinctly visible in three vertical elementary bodies
(V), and only in those.

Structural analysis by mes
of ultraaicrotoW.

The use of ultraaicrotoW' eventually led to complete confirsation
of biochemical-morphological findings. Although studies of infected
tissues had produced characteristic signs of the sectioned nature
elementary body (83, 84L), the 14cture ws complemented by systematic
investigation of suspended elementary bodies (66, 85). The basic
structure therefore is independent of the fixtive in its essential
factors (Fig. 14) and may thus be considered to be definitive. It is
true that the contrast is poorer upon use of orgaiic fixing agents
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(e.g. alcohol-acetic acid and formaldehyde), when compared to fixation
with 0.04 (Fig. 14 a-b) or KMO 4 . This disadvantage is easily cancelled,
however, by contrasting the prepared sections with uranylic salts (Fig.
14 c.h). Fig. 15 depicts current knowlodge schematically. The brick-
shaped form of the elementary bodies indicates the existence of two
distinct sectional planes, a horizontal and a vertical one (cf. also
Fig. 20c). Based on experience, ideal horizontal sections are more
rarely observed then vertical ones; this may be expected, judging from
the schematic representation.

According to the laws of electron optics, sections possessing a
thickness of 30 mau- under favorable conditions yield a better resolution
than the elementary bodies proper (120-140 a,* ) or the core surrounded
by the limiting membrane. For this reason, higher required magnifica-
tions are possible and additional structural details become visible.
The basic componenas are identical, however, as already described by
means of biochemical degradation.

The enveloping membrane normally appears with dual contours;
fixation with alcohol-acetic acid produces a single line. The peripheral
protein layer has a fine, homogeneous structure. It borders directly on
the outer membrane in the peripheral sones of the elementary body.
However, vertical sections show that the dual element (identical with
the "central density") is imbedded in the median portion between both
structures. This element is always more strongly contrasted than the
peripheral layer of protein. The dual element is not found in ideal
horizontal sections. In the center, we finally see the discal, bicon-
cave core, which deserves special attention due to its content of DII.
Its limiting peripheral zone usually shows a strong contrast, which is
particularly vivid following treatment with uraaylc salts which
apparantly have an affinity for this substructure. Suitable fixation
again produces a dual structure (Fig. 14 e-h); the contrast of the two
contours Is quantitatively variable, however. Following fixation with
formaldehyde (and, usually, with 0O04) the core shows a strong contrast
even, in its interior portion. Fixation with MWn04 leads to contrasts
in the core and its dual contour thich are not immediately reconcilable
with the results presented here (Fig. 20 b-c) (86). The core doubtless
is the most sensitive structure of the elmontary body; this was
already indlcated by the specific loss of contrast owing to electronic
factors (see above). Serious consideration mast be given to artifacts.
However, since this structure undoubtedly represents the moat interesting
subunit of the elementary body, its subjection to detailed analysis
ought to prove fruittfl.

Initial signs of detailed structures of this element are found
already upon closer observation. Thus, for example, Fig. lhb shows a
granule in the upper left area of the inner body, surrounded by a lighter
zone; the cut through the other three corners produced only the light
sons (of. also the second dravdng in Fig. 15). Such forms are also
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found in vertical sections, if the. have been mad. diagonally through
the elemeutary body, as expressed by the lower drawing in Fig. 15.
These form very probably are identical with the four sones of density
found in the intact particle (Fig. 12a), with the zones in which
specific contrast loss commonces (Fig. 9) and, finally, with the four
corner zones of the exposed core (Fig. 12m).

Based on the results qescribed, the anatomy of the mature elementary
body turns out to be highly differentiated. The discovery of the
structure has thereby outdistanced knowledge of the substructural
functions; future studies must endeavor to close this gap.

Stages of the elemntary body.

It would seem indicated to observe the behavior of the substructures
olectron-optically at the start of infection and to gain functional
knowledge in this manner. Such studies can only lead to success when a
large number of micrographs of high quality Lsavailable. Besides,
possible biochemical or morphological changes would not decide whether
individual cases involve a development within the scope of the infective
process, or whether they are manifestations of lyti c-degenerative
processes to be expected in the esqmatic milieu of the host cell.
Indications of such difficulties appeared quite early, when the study of
pepsin hydrolysis revealed reactions deviating from normal, namely,
eopty mebranes and completely unimpaired elementary bodies side by side
with all transitional phases (87, 88, 63, 89). Among freshly prepared
elemntary bodies, e.g. those obtained from dab preparations, the number
of abnormlly reacting particles is usually higher than among purified
suspensions. The divergent behavior of individual elementary bodies may
be demonstrated with particular lucidity by msans of preparations photo-
graphed.rior to ensymatic attack. Fig. 13 a-b shown a particle at A,

which is entirely normal prior to treatment with pepsin, but subsequently
differs from others by the absence of an inner body. On the other hand,
Fig. 10 contains two unimpaired particles near normally degraded ele-
mentary bodies. Nature elementary bodies consequently may differ
radically in their biochemical composition despite identical morphology.
The aforementioned results of proteolytic digestion of the dual element
(Ocentral density") also point in this direction. It is very probable
that mature elementary bodies my manifest corresponding differences in
functional performance.

The frst insight is offered thereby into the genesis and decline
of elementary bodies. Even more impressive is the demonstration of
preliminary stages of the mature virus particle during ultracytelog.eal
studies of infected cells. Following basic work by Gaylord and Nelalick
on the viruses of vaccinia, ectromelia and molluscum contagiosum (83)
and the endeavors of particular technical perfection by Norgan and
others with vacelaia and fowl pox viruses (84, 90), their results have
been confirmed by several resepasch groups (vaccinia 91-95, variola vera
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60, molluscun oontagiosuma 96-98, fowl pox 99-101, ectromlia. 102-103,
rabbit fibroma 104-107). According to those findings, the proceOses
leading to formation of mature elementary bodies are subject to the same
laws among all viruses of this group. Based on investigations by our
own research group of the propagation of vaccinia virus in HoeL cell
cultures, undertaken in collaboration with G. Nielsen and K. H. Andres
(94), the most essential results shall be described below.

The development of poxviruses apparently is restricted to the host
cell cytoplasm. About 6-8 hours after infection, the first characteristic
signs are seen - frequently near the nucleus -- in the form of dense
zones of variable extent, called 'viroplasm" or "matrix.' At the
periphery, but often also in the interior of these sones, there are
particles about 250 mýA in diameter, generally considered to be 'imeature"
elementary bodies (Fig. 16 and 17). These bodies are delineated against
the matrix or cytoplasm by a membrans of varying intactness and, sur-
prisingly enough, show the same granular, fine structure in the interior
as the socalled viroplasm. These bodies are most probably round; the
oval structure reflected in the illustrations is a deformation ascribed
to the cutting process. Preparations fixed sith 0o0 4 reveal that many
of these particles possess a contrasting core surrounded by a ligat son*,
usually in an excentric position (Fig. 16b). Oing to inadequate contrast,
this structure io barely discernible in material fixed idth 10Kn, (Fig-
17, 20a). Nothing is known about the chemical composition and function
of this body. The term "nucleoid," introduced by Norman et al. (a4) and
accepted by most authors, has only hypothetical substance. There is
some support for the view that the nucleoid is formed in the immature
elementary bodies in the course of development. However, since every
section through a virus particle does not necessarily bisect its nualeoid,
this question cannot be decided immdiately.

During the onuard course of infection# in our system about 15 hours
post infectionem, increasing numbers of mature elemlntary bodies are
found initially intracytoplaamical.y and later, extracellularly, easily
recognized by the characteristic Intezral structure (Fig. 16b). There
is little doubt but that these develop from inmture particles. The
transition from one form to the other may take place %tth relative
rapidity; structures that could be identified as positive transition
forms are rarely soon. Deviations from normal are found also among the
imture forms; their inclusion vithin the framev*rk of this report ws
decided against, however, since no interpretation is possible at this
time. The evaluation of such structures deals not only idth develop-
mental stages, but also %ith the results of lytic processes %hich affect
every stage of development and, therefore, my lead to structural changes
wholly unrelated to the aormal course of viral synthesis. In addition,
all possible structures may be tasked by methodically Imosed artifacts.
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In the early staep of infection, the periphery of the formative
centers consistently reveals large aggregates of mitochopdria. Since
these are intensely involved in metabolic activities, this fact is not
surprising. This observation and the circumtance that Immature sle-
Mmntary bodies are of approximately the sawme ise As MMli mitoobondria,
1.4 to the hypothesis that immture element~ary bodies may develop from
aiteohondria (93). Our experience to date has failed to support this
view.

Electa'on-optical. studis. covering the first 6 hours of the infective
pro""s have not yielded clues to virus-specific structures; a result
that eminently fits the assumtion of an ecliptic phase. Experimentally.,
this assertion is still marked by uncertainties, for it is enormously
difficult to find one or a few virus-specific structures with the aid of
seetions only 21500 cell diameters thick, in the limited field of a
20,000-fold magnification, especially since every cell cannot be assumed
to be infected.

Now that the immature and mature elementary bodies bave besn
recognized as two characteristic developmental stages of pcixviruses, the
question is raised whiether the immature form is alreoaO infective. The
fact that the infectivity, in the system vaccinia viLrus-bela cell. examined
by us rises already 1.0 hours after Infection, while mature elementary
bQdiss are found only after 15 hours, seems to give an affirmative answer.
It :is possible, of course, that a few mature virus particles responsible
for the Increase :in Infectivity have escaped electron-opti cal detection.
The question nut therefore be held In abeyance. In addition, the
signifiemnce of the so called matrix: requires critical elucidation. The
tanapton that this Is an obUligte structure preceding the elementary

bqbýhas not beom confirmed satisfactorily, although it is quite. likely,

puup studied to date and In a widde varietyv of host cells.

Differences specific to the virus or host are discover$d only in the
later stages of infection, in agrommat, with earlier light-optical
resuilts; they appear with the formation of the classic inclusion body.
A compaarison of reslts involving mollusom contagiosim (Fg 1)and
fowl poz (Fig. 19), obtained in collaboration with K. H. Andres (see 108),
reveals typical examples. In the fozrmer the Inclusion bodies seow to
conist solely of mature elsinntary bodies. They are sepffiated fron each
other by the trabsaalae 1-oi- from light-optics, whaich reveal numerous
imture elemontary bodies under higher magnification (109). It is not
clear whether these trabesialaw represent residues of the basic cyto-
pA 4mi structure or the so alled matrix. The Inclusion bodies of fowl
POX viru~s (Doalliarger bodies),9 on the other hands consist of a hosupnowus,,
osotrasting material in idlaic mature elemnutar bodies are Imbedded,,
qttan oftly on the periphery. The appearnce of vaa~oles in the interior

o inl~onbodies, described by Hersberg and K1lea -Aacmdt- (10W in
Isme~nwt the virus of oanary poz, is also O'aftoteristic (Fg. 19).
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The basic structure probably represents a virus-imposed Upoid reaction
product of the host cell. The basic structure is rarely homogeneous
near elementary bodies; it usually has a granular or vesicular makeup
(Fig. 20b). The imbedded mature elementary bodies, fixed with DkWn4 in
the case of the material under discussion, show the typical brick shape
in vertical and horizontal sections (Fig. 20c).

The present report is incomplete in many respects. However, it
should indicate the kind of methodical equipment that is currently
available and the extent to which morphology can contribute to the
understanding of the nature of viruses. Regarding the application of
such studies to other viruses, we stand on the thresholid of a very
promising development. Considering the fact that electron microscopy
has already yielded extremely significant contributions to the viral
etiology of tumors (cf. 45, 110), this approach may be expected to
undergo a favorable evolution in thp future. Insight into the basic
phenomena of viral propagation, whose sequence has not been completely
clarified in any instance, will be gained by electron microscopy only
when ultracytologioal methods are developed that permit the observation
of the important early reactions of viral synthesis.

Illustrations.

Fig. 1. Hela ceall after infection with adenovirus (Type 3), zones
of density and elementary body aggregates in the nucleoplam.; fixed with
Dm04 ; 13,000 1.

Fig. 2. Crystal of aaenovirus (Type 3) in the nucleus of an Kola
cell, fixed with 1k0 4 ; 30,000 X.

Fig. 3. Elementary bodies of adenovirus (Type 3) after dgenoeam-
tion of the cell nucleus, partly still in crystalline arrangement,
partly dispersed in the plasma of an HlIa cell; areas containing
elementary bodies are surrounded by membranous systems; fixed with
1Mn04; 17,000 1.

Fig. 4. Elementary bodies of adenovirus (Type 3), internal
structures and polygnal form are distinctly discernible; fixed with
oi4; 90,000 1. a) Intranuclear, in crystalline arrangement,

b) intracytoplasmic, dispersed.

Fig. 5 a and b. Elementary bodies of influensa virus (A/Singapore)
adsorbed by .rythrocytes, fixed with formaldehyde, cores with lighte-
centers. Polylpal demarcation of olemenary bodies evident, especia
in a); f0xmd with DM0 4j 130,000 X.
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Fig. 6. Hauqaglitizmtion by incomplete elementary bodies
(caraacterized by missing cores) of influenza virus (A/Singapore); the
erythrocytic membrone, partly with dual contours, is clearly visible;
fixed with D~h0~ 1"0,000 X.

Fig. 7. Elementary bodies of vaccinia. virus, prepared by the
woritical point' method; '.he horibontally positioned particle on the
left shows a central density and contrasting corner maes*, the vertical
elemutary bodies on the ridit reveal dumbbell-shaped contrasting
cores; timed with 0s@0,, (weak exposure); 65,000 X.

Fig. S. Vaccinia elementary bodies after exsiccation from iso-
pentane and oblique shadowing with uranium, vapor; fixed with 0.04;
65,000 X.

Fig. 9. Vaccinia elementary bodies with specific luminosity of
inrbody structure due to electronic irradiation following treatment

with carbon tetrachloride; fixed with 0004; 35#000 X.
Fig. 10. Vaccinia. elementary bodies after exh~austive degradation

'with pepsin (alcohol-acetic acid fixation, pepsin in 0.1 mole cysteine,
PH1 3.5). Unimpaired particles next to membranes with cores and sofe
width cores and central densities. A~rrw: Inner body of a vertically
positioned particle in profile; uranium evaporation; 35,000 X.

Fig. U.. Proteolytic degradation of the detailed structures of
vaccinia, elementary bodies in relation to pH1, following fixation with
alcohol-acetic acid. White: Zone of digestion, black: resistant zone.
Top: peripheral layer; center: discal to annular core; bottom: central
density or duel element. (Pepsin digestion in the presence of 0.1 mole
of cysteine.)

Fig. 32. Various steps of enzymatic degradation of mature vacciiaa
elementiary bodies in horimontal (left) and vertical (right) position,
partly vaporizmed with uranium; 60,000 X. a-d) intact elementary bodies;
s-h) membranes with core and central denit~y; i-1) membrane with core;
in-p) exposed cores; q-t) mmbrane with central density or lateral dual
element; u-x) empty membranes.

Fig. 13. Vaccinia elementary bodies fixed with 0@04; 25,000 1.
Identical fields before and after treatment with enzyme; the vertically
positioned particle is labeled V. a-b) pepsin, pH 2.0, 0.1 mole of
cysteine. The vertical elemetary body reveals a core in profile.
Particle 1' initially stood en edge, but assumed a-horisontal position
during the reaction. Particle A was degraded down to the empty
membrane. - .)papain, PH1 7.0. Vertical particles showed two lateral
bodies; their contrast is combined in horizontally positioned particles,,
producing the soeaLled central density. *
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Fig. 14. Vertical and horizontal sections through mature vaccinia
elementary bodies after divergent fixation. a-b) 0004, c-d) alcohol-
acetic acid, 0-f) formaldehyde, g-h) pallahiu chloride, c-b) contrast
enhanced with uranylic acetate; 150,000 X.

Fig. 15. Schemastic representation of the mature vaceinia elementary
body with horizontal, vertical and diagonal sections; about 120,000 1.

Fig. 16. Sections through HeLa cells infected with vaccinia; fixed
with 0804; 45,000 1. - a) two matrical. zones with imbedded imtaure
elementary bodies, b) matrix with immature elementary bodies, partly
with nucleoid; a few mature particles.

Fig. 17. Section through HeLa cell infected with vaccinia,
formative center near the nucleus (N), surrounded by mitochondria,
matrix, immture elementary bodies with barely visible nucleoids; fixed
with imM0 4 ; 40,000 1.

Fig. 18. Section through human skin containing a lesion of molluscum
contagiosum., inclusion bodies consisting of mature elementary bodies
separated by trabeculae. On the left, a nucleus; fixed with 0.04;
6,000 X.

Fig. 19. Section through chorioallantoic membrane infected with
fowl pox, contrasting inclusion bodies (Bollinger) with mature ele-
mentary bodies in the periphery, partly with vacuoles; fixed with
KMO4 ; 6,000 1.

Fig. 20. Sections through chorioallantoic membranes infected with
fowl pox; fixed with DMn4; 60,000 I. a) Matrix with immture ele-
mentary bodies, nucleold barely discernible, b) periphery of an inclusion
body, granular substrate, mature elementary bodies, c) same as b) arrows
point to mature elementary bodies with nearly horisontal sectional
surfaces.
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